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THE SECOND EDITION, UPDATED AND IMPROVEDFrom the author of these Masonic

Etiquette books:Masonic Etiquette CodeMasonic Etiquette in the new MillenniumIf you want to

act like a true Mason, this book is for you!How can this centuries-old Fraternity continue to be a

discreet society, or, more than this, a secret one, as some people consider it, in a world that

seems to have no limits of knowledge?Where could be room for that discretion or the so-called

secrets of which all conspiracy theories today speak, in this world where everything could be

already exposed on the Internet?The book details the code of rules published some three

centuries ago when there were neither mobile phones nor the Internet.Is this code still valid?

Who could honestly say:‘Yes, this code is good nowadays. It does not have to be altered even

though the world has changed radically since 1723?’Obviously, there is room for updating

some of the code, but not much. Freemasonry does not waffle like the ever changing society

around us.The focus is here on communication, especially on Social Media.You will find here

some exciting subjects like anti-Masonry, regularity and recognition, trans genders, Gender

Reassignment Policy, women in Freemasonry, and so on.This book goes beyond the

Ritual.The author uses the experience he has accumulated in the last couple of decades to

place special emphasis on the influence of those wonderful new technologies that are

changing the world.Aside from the Ritual, everything in this book is about knowing and

understanding a code of good manners that a Mason can use in almost any situation in life,

TODAY.



NEW MILLENNIUM MASONIC ETIQUETTEEUGENE MATZOTANew MillenniumMasonic

Etiquette EUGENE MATZOTAFellow, THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETYA new book from the

author of„Masonic Etiquette in the New Millennium’SECOND EDITION2022Cover,

DTP&Layout: Eugene MatzotaNEW MILLENNIUM MASONIC ETIQUETTE, by Eugene

MATZOTACopyright © 2019, 2022 Eugene MATZOTAAll rights reserved. No part of this book

may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,

including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without

permission of the Publisher in writing.NEW MILLENNIUM MASONIC ETIQUETTE, by Eugene

MATZOTAThe Theosophical Society, Adyar, Fellow,Copyright 2019, 2022 Eugene

MATZOTAThis book is based on both the author's Masonic experienceof about 30 years, as

well as the studyof many Masonic books, on those few Masonic Etiquette books,the Masonic

Codes of Conduct of the Grand Regular Lodges of the World, especially documents from the

Board of General Purposes to Grand Lodge of England,and also articles published in the

written or online media.DEDICATIONI dedicate this book to those who have already passed to

the Celestial Chapter above,but not before helping me to get on the way to the beginning of my

spiritual evolution:Baronet Kapri,Grady Adams,and Marcel Schapira.So, thank you,those who

have done so much for me,and I wish I would not disappoint youanywhere you would be

now...CONTENTSDEDICATIONCONTENTSABOUT THE AUTHORBEFORE ALL OTHER

THINGS...New Millennium, new WorldFrom Gentleman to HipsterEtiquette TodayNEW

CODES, OLD CODESA New Masonic Etiquette Code?Communications and

CommunicationGood Manners TodayTen Years After…Good Manners of

YesterdayREGULARITY AND RECOGNITIONGood and bad Masons?Is Recognition a UGLE

Monopoly?Victims of AmbiguitySAME MASONRY, OTHER RULES…New Times, New

RulesWhat Masonry Teaches UsProtocol and TraditionTHE DIGNITY TO BE A MAN AND A

MASONAbout Human DignityHuman and Masonic DignityMen, Free Men, and

FreemasonsTHE DIGNITY OF BEING A MASONWhat Could We Do?Is it Hard to be Worthy?

The World as a MarketplaceWhy do we Have to be WorthyWorthy of Being a Good

MasonDignity in this SocietySOME SIMPLE RULESSome General GuidelinesShould we Use

Weird Words?A Sort of Masonic FaithMASONIC DRESS CODEMen in BlackUniversally Valid

Rules?How to be Properly DressedTraditionRespect, Respect, RespectDo you Need White

Gloves?BEFORE THE LODGE MEETINGTaking part in the Lodge WorksPunctualityDURING

LODGE WORKSEntering the TempleThe Worshipful MasterAT THE FESTIVE BOARDFestive

BoardMasonic DiscourseHumor, a Serious Business...VISITORS: AS GUESTSSome Short

PreparationsLeaving Home…Visiting…Your Papers, Please…‘Good Standing’VISITORS: AS

HOSTSWe’ve got Guests!Who are You?Receiving our GuestsRituals and RitualsVisitors and

SpeakersBEHAVIOR IN SOCIETYMasonic Discretion TodayFREEMASONRY IS NOT JUST

ABOUT YOU!At HomeAt WorkIn SocietyMediaCOMMUNICATION, YESTERDAY AND

TODAYThe Ideal CorrespondenceLetter and ‘Chat’What Do We Do With the Envelope?

Invitations and AnswersCommunication Between Lodges and/or BrethrenCorrespondence

Between Lodge and BrothersSOCIAL MEDIA YESTERDAYHumble BeginningsFreedom of

Expression OnlineSOCIAL MEDIA TODAYSocial Media, the Enemy of Freemasonry?Social

Media, for the Benefit of FreemasonryForums and Various TruthsWorshipful and

MillennialMASONIC CHARITYWhat is Masonic CharityMasonic AidMASONIC CLUBSThe

Typical English ClubClubs and AgesShort HistoryElegant and Still Inexpensive?

HONORSHonors for the Most WorthyHonoring the Worshipful MasterPROFANES IN OUR



LODGE?What, Profanes Inside a Lodge?Open InstallationsSome Simple RulesAH, THOSE

WOMEN…Women and Masonry Yesterday…Men, Women, and PersonsUGLE and Women

TodayDo Minority Groups Impose Changes?Women who Have Been MenWomen and

Masonry TodaySOME HOT TOPICSAnti-masonic MovementLandmarks? How Many?Religion

and the Grand OrientFREEMASONRY NEEDS YOU!What Should you KnowWhen Fake

Means TrueFake News is here to Stay!The Mason as a CitizenESSENTIAL DOCUMENTS25

LANDMARKS OF FREEMASONRY1723 - CHARGES OF A FREE-MASON1775 - Summary of

the ANTIENT CHARGES AND REGULATIONS1871 - The Ten Commandments of

Freemasonry1929 - BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR GRAND LODGE RECOGNITION2012 - Social

Media Code of Conduct for Massachusetts Freemasons2016 - UGLE Social Media Policy2018

- UGLE Gender Reassignment PolicySELECTIVE BIBLIOGRAPHYThis book goes beyond the

Ritual…The author offers us his latest decades of experience. He’s placing special emphasis

on the influence of these wonderful new technologies that make this world a sort of friendly

and bigger village.There will be a lot of talk about communication, interpreting communication,

and, in this context, about using communication for purposesthat are not always honorable.The

focus here will be on what we call Social Media.The usage of the equivalent words ‘Mason’and

‘Freemason’, with all their derivatives,will be made according to their context.Similarly, ‘Social

Media’, ‘social media,’ and so on...ABOUT THE AUTHORBorn in Transylvania, in a family with

a long tradition, as one of the founders of the Principality of Epirus in 1204, the ancient esoteric

teachings attracted the author since childhood.Reading and practicing the Teachings, as well

as Freemasonic initiation, made him try to become a better person every day.He learned and

practiced on his own what he could understand from a diverse, sometimes disparate, but highly

controversial range of masters, such as Helena P. Blavatsky, Jiddu Krishnamurti, Rudolf

Steiner, or Annie Besant.Finally, his writings were noted and, since 1997, the International

Theosophical Society, India, has accepted him as a full member. He has published, among

other things, three books on Theosophy and how to answer questions about life and human

nature.Eugene Matzota is the author of several works in the Masonic field, including

‘MASONIC ETIQUETTE IN THE NEW MILLENNIUM’ and ‘MASONRY, MY DISCREET LIFE’,

2015.Writing this practical guide that goes beyond the Ritual, the author wants to share his

experience especially with those less experienced, making them better Masons.BEFORE ALL

OTHER THINGS...New Millennium, new WorldWe already entered a new millennium and

somehow escaped the end of the world. Apparently, Freemasonry remains the same.Only

apparently, but...We used the word ‘apparently,’ because we can see clearly that today's

Freemasonry seems to have a much greater openness to non-Masons than ever had.Who

would have imagined that we can see a serious and sober organizationas Freemasonry

runningadvertising campaigns?No matter how good these campaigns would be, however

elegant and discreet they are, in the end, they are nothing else than advertising

campaigns...Now, this seems to be already a part of the present-day landscape. On the other

hand, it could be difficult to explain to a non-Mason why, if we go through the idea that

Freemasonry would never proselytize.Or, perhaps even more exciting, is the subject of those

‘Sisters,’ namely, women who are part of the Grand Lodges designed only for themselves. We

are talking here about feminine Grand Lodges, but also about the mixed ones, those including

both women and men.Who would have ever imagined that there would be a discussion of the

existence of mixed, or, even more,about feminine Grand Lodges?But at UGLE, the United

Grand Lodge of England, who decides who is a good Mason and who is not, these things are

now being discussed, explained, and, unbelievably, even made public!There are, however,

informal discussions from time to time with the women’s Grand Lodges on matters of mutual



concern. Brethren are therefore free to explain to non-Masons, if asked, that Freemasonry is

not confined to men (even though this Grand Lodge does not itself admit women).[1]From

Gentleman to HipsterHow should we compare the nowadays Freemason to those who formed

the first Lodges, those who held the title of ‘gentleman’? This was a title that meant a noble

character that we will talk about later because it defines the initial type of member of a Lodge.It

seems to us essential to understand correctly the nature of the change in the operative

Masonic Lodge functional at the beginning of the eighteenth century.The rules of the first

Constitutions, such as Roberts, 1722, or the most well-known, Anderson, in 1723, are 300

years old. We are talking about a certain era of evolution of humanity, with everything that

derives from it.With this idea in mind, we can understand why there is a need for a Masonic

Etiquette code and why the rules of the various Grand Lodges of the world are not enough.The

meaning of the word ‘gentleman’ in those times is that of a man with a good social situation,

especially of wealth and pleasure, of noble origin.Over time, the focus has shifted from the

noble origin to a good family, especially one entitled to have a crest.This is that moment when

declining operative Lodges were starting to receive new members. The lack of some new

grandiose things to be done, such as new cathedrals, was the reason for this.Therefore, all

these new members were ‘accepted’, and hence the name of the Rite.They were not really

Masons, according to the rules that were in force until then.Etiquette TodayThe man of today

can be the one who follows the latest trends of fashion, the ‘hipster’, as well as the one who

listens to hip-hop music. This is just a random example.This man of today could resonate with

the philosophy of those who use the moral code of the street, not to say the suburb, if we would

be intolerant.But we are not...That is why those who want to be honorable members of a

Freemasonry Lodge and agree with the moral code of the street must know the requirements

of a Freemasonry Etiquette, adapted to what means today ‘Social Media.’Of course, they are

not the only ones who need to know the good manners of the Freemasons of these times. This

goes for those who, like me, have behind them decades from the moment of the Initiation. They

might think they know everything, that there could be nothing new for them in terms of

Freemasonry.Something new could always appear, but we must act even today in the spirit of

those who laid the foundations of Freemasonry.Otherwise, everything that has been built by so

many generations before us can collapse on some hip-hop music on YouTube...THINGS TO

REMEMBERWe already entered a new millennium and somehow escaped the end of the

world. Apparently, Freemasonry remains the same.Only apparently, but...Who would have

imagined that we can see a serious and sober organization as Freemasonry running

advertising campaigns?Who would have ever imagined that there would be a discussion of the

existence of mixed, or, even more, about feminine Grand Lodges?Something new could always

appear, but we must act even today in the spirit of those who laid the foundations of

Freemasonry.PART INEW CODES, OLD CODESA New Masonic Etiquette Code?Acode of

rules was published some three centuries ago when there was no train, neither mobile phones

nor the almighty Internet. Could it be still valid?Is there anyone who could say frankly: ‘Yes, this

code is enough, it does not have to be altered even though the world has changed radically

since 1723?’We would have liked to be just a few changes. Maybe only those related to

technology, but it’s not like that, unfortunately.Extremely easy access to the Internet, with all the

pitfalls of socialization, has allowed anyone to do almost anything.Anybody can climb a podium

and say from there, from above, whatever, all the nonsense that can pass through the head of

someone who has nothing to say, in fact.On the contrary...After the publication of the ‘Masonic

Etiquette in the New Millennium’, back in 2015, I understood that we need a new Freemasonic

Etiquette Code.This Code has to deal with problems that simply did not exist in those times in



the past.Of course, the rules and traditions of Freemasonry do not change radically as fashion,

we have already said. Also, the profane world could easily move from waltz to jazz and then to

hip-hop, let’s say.We came to this example only because, at the beginning of the eighteenth

century, when modern Freemasonry appeared, people were listening to the ‘Water Music,’ by

Georg Friedrich Händel. The premiere was in London in that year so important for

Freemasonry, namely 1717.What is changing, above all, is the way of communication. This is

leading to a very rapid change of perceptions and attitudes towards problems that once

seemed totally out of any discussion.Communications and CommunicationWe live in a world

that is constantly transforming. More than that, changes are happening faster and faster. Today,

we can find out something that happened at the other end of Earth almost immediately

because communications have changed together with the world in which we live.Now, anyone

can communicate with anyone, wherever they are. 300 years ago, only a few people could

communicate, and this was happening hardly and slowly, and, more than this, they could

communicate only with a few others.These Freemasons have had access to books, the basic

element that could transfer information. Also, they could travel anywhere they wanted to. The

others, the great mass of the population, have to stay forever where they were born.Those who

built cathedrals for hundreds of years already had their freedom of movement, being a part of a

small circle. They had a code accepted by all those from the inner circle, maybe not exactly as

the standards from Anderson’s Constitutions.Now, thanks to access to so many easy and fast

means of transmitting information, communication is extremely simple, and that narrow circle

appears to have widened as much as the Earth.Today, anyone can write anything and anyone

can read anything.Then, how can this centuries-old Fraternity continue to be a discreet society,

or, more than this, a secret one, as some people consider it, in a world that seems to have no

limits of knowledge?Where could be room for that discretion or the so-called secrets of which

all conspiracy theories today speak, in this world where everything could be already exposed

on the Internet?Good Manners TodayWe are not in a position to say if there are good manners

in our times. We may say instead that the world today is less constrained by rules, let’s just

say...If we try to look for them, we might see that anyone can find everything they want online.

The problem is that you never know what the best answers to your questions might be.There

are many respectable websites today, from where you can be relatively sure that you will get

accurate information. You could find a short list of those representative ones at the time of

publication at the end of the book.Even so, the information is more about the Ritual, issues that

are sufficiently well handled for hundreds of years.Well, this would not be enough, because this

kind of information may be incoherent for manners, meaning here the Masonic Etiquette,

which, after all, does not necessarily need to be related to the Masonic Ritual.Perhaps the lack

of preoccupation with this approach is primarily related to the difficulty of creating a book

sufficiently complex to cover all the situations a Mason can encounter in social life, but also

short enough to be a sort of short guide, not a long and boring novel.Ten Years After…Looking

back, I notice that over ten years had passed since I started writing my first pages about

Masonic Etiquette. It was hard in the beginning, without inspiration from similar books.How

could someone else think about the structure of such a code of Masonic good manners?

Mihai, “Best masonic guide. I knew it had to be a reference book, but still, my expectations
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were exceeded.I have to say that this is not the first Eugene Matzota book I've read, so I knew

that this was also a book every Freemason should read.As it says in the introduction of the

book, the focus is here especially on Social Media, on communication, generally speaking.The

author does not omit sensitive topics such as: Anti-Masonry, regularity and recognition, trans

genders, Gender Reassignment Policy, women in Freemasonry, and so on.It is definitely a

book I recommend, a book to be read, first and foremost, by Freemasons.Others will find many

correct, honest answers about Freemasonry.The NEW MILLENNIUM MASONIC ETIQUETTE

is indeed a book for all seekers of Truth!”

The book by T.A. Donnelly has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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